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BPS proposes to link elementary schools to middle schools to provide predictability and clear 
pathways for all students from Kindergarten through 8th grade. Students attending elementary 
schools would be offered priority to a seat in their feeder middle school; they could also select 
other options.  
 
K-8 options and K-8 pathways have proven popular with families and students. Since 2004, BPS 
has expanded the number of K-8 schools from 14 to more than 25 today, and has created new 
pathways to create a seamless K-8 experience for more students. We are now exploring the 
feasibility of additional K-8 conversions, which must take overall school performance and 
capacity into account as we experience an increase in enrollment in our early grades.  
 
The Middle School Pathway proposal would build on the successful Roslindale K-8 Pathway, 
which parents helped BPS create several years ago. In the Roslindale pathway, students 
attending any of six elementary schools are offered a priority to attend the Irving Middle School; 
this priority is below sibling preference but is higher than walk-zone preference in the 
assignment algorithm. 
 
This six-school pathway would continue under the Middle School Pathway proposal and the 
concept would be replicated across the District. Our proposal also assignment priority for a 
student attending a BPS elementary school for a seat in the middle school it feeds into – this 
priority would be below sibling preference but above walk-zone preference in the assignment 
algorithm. This would ensure predictability for students all the way through the 8th grade, when 
they could select any citywide high school. 
 
Students entering 6th grade could also select other middle schools or K-8 schools if they desired 
to forgo their guaranteed seat. At this time, the exact mechanism for this process and the 
schools a student could select from would depend on the overall choice plan selected by the 
EAC and approved by the Boston School Committee: For example, if a 10-zone model is 
adopted, a student might be able to select any 6th grade program within their zone or walk zone 
(under the 10-Zone proposal, every zone contains at least one K-8 school); if a Home-Based 
model is adopted, the student’s list might be tailored to their home address based on quality 
and capacity.  
  
Advanced Work Class 
The BPS Advanced Work Class program offers an accelerated academic curriculum to students in 
grades 4, 5 and 6. Student participation is by invitation only and is based on a student’s scores 
on an eligibility test. Only certain schools offer an AWC program, so BPS allows students to 
change schools to access the program if they are eligible. Under the proposed models, BPS 
would do two things to ensure any qualified student can continue to access an AWC program. 
First, BPS would work to place more AWC programs in schools that already have students who 
are eligible for the program either in that school or living nearby; and second, BPS would allow 
students to transfer schools so they could access an AWC program even if that school is outside 
a student’s home zone or choice set. For example, if no school on a student’s choice list has 
AWC programming but the student qualifies for the program, then that student could transfer 
to a school outside his or her choice set and BPS would provide transportation. 
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Proposed Middle School Pathways 
 

School Name Feeds into:  School Name Feeds into: 

Manning Elementary BTU School K-8  Kilmer K-8 (Lower) Kilmer Upper (4-8) 

Curley K-8 Lower Curley K-8 Upper  Lee Academy Lee School  

JFKennedy Elementary Curley K-8 Upper  Clap Innovation McCormack MS 

Ellis Elementary Dearborn MS  Dever Elementary McCormack MS 

Mason Elementary Dearborn MS  Everett Elementary McCormack MS 

Winthrop Elementary Dearborn MS  Russell Elementary McCormack MS 

Baldwin ELPA Edison K-8  Ellison/ Parks EEC Mildred Ave 4-8 

Winship Elementary Edison K-8  Kenny Elementary Mildred Ave 4-8 

Harvard/Kent Elementary Edwards MS  Taylor Elementary Mildred Ave 4-8 

Adams Elementary Edwards MS or Umana 
MS 

 Beethoven 
Elementary Ohrenberger 3-8 

Bradley Elementary Edwards MS or Umana 
MS 

 
Orchard Gardens K-8 Orchard Gardens K-8 

Guild Elementary Edwards MS or Umana 
MS 

 
Quincy Elementary Quincy Upper (6-12) 

P Kennedy Elementary Edwards MS or Umana 
MS 

 
Channing Elementary Rogers MS 

O'Donnell Elementary Edwards MS or Umana 
MS 

 
Chittick Elementary Rogers MS 

Otis Elementary Edwards MS or Umana 
MS 

 E. Greenwood 
Leadership Academy Rogers MS 

Holmes Elementary Frederick MS  Grew Elementary Rogers MS 

Holland Elementary Frederick MS  Roosevelt K-8 
(Lower) 

Roosevelt Upper (3-
8) 

Henderson Elementary Harbor MS  Hale Elementary Timilty MS 

Mather Elementary Harbor MS  Mendell Elementary Timilty MS 

Bates Elementary Irving MS  Perkins Elementary Tynan Elementary 

Conley Elementary Irving MS    

Haley Elementary Irving MS    

Mozart Elementary Irving MS    

Philbrick Elementary Irving MS    

Sumner Elementary Irving MS    

 
Proposed K-8 Conversions 
 

Blackstone Elementary Mattahunt Elementary 

Condon Elementary Tynan Elementary 

Hennigan Elementary Trotter Elementary 

 


